
Fantastic Phonics!

Week 3 – Banana Group



Monday 4th May 2020



Let’s start by singing our alphabet!
Remember when we sing the alphabet we are using the letter names not the letter sounds. 

Note any letter names that your child has difficulty 
with and keep working on them.



Let’s read all of our Phase 2 and 3 tricky words!

Note any words that your child has difficulty with and pay extra attention to these when practising tricky words…

be

the

no

you

was

go

into

she

they

my

we

her

he

are

I

to

me

all



Let’s remind ourselves of the sounds we have 
been recapping from Phase 5!

Remember to use your Jolly Phonics actions to help you... 

Note any sounds that your child has difficulty with and pay extra attention to these when recapping sounds…

ay

ea ou

oy ir
ue

ie

ue
like you

like ew

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Now let’s meet the sound that we’re going to be focusing on today!

aw Remember our new sound is a digraph
(two letters making one sound) 
so we say aw not a and then w

Remember, you might already know this, but we’re going back over 
things to make sure they are all really secure before we move forward…

Pretend to be a donkey 
braying and hold your 

hands on your head like 
ears, saying ee and aw



How do we know whether to use or or aw?

We already met one way of making the or sound in Phase 3.
or and aw both make the same sound, but we use different graphemes (letters) to record them when writing.

or Can be at the 
beginning, 

middle or end of 
a word.

thorn



aw

lawn

How do we know whether to use or or aw?

We already met one way of making the or sound in Phase 3.
or and aw both make the same sound, but we use different graphemes (letters) to record them when writing.

Can be at the 
beginning, 

middle or end of 
a word.

There are no set rules on how to 
know whether to use or or aw, we 
just have to learn as we go along!



Let’s have a go at reading some alien words with our new sound in

Use your robot arms to sound out each of these words and then blend them together.

splaw
How many sounds are 

there in this word?

4

zawl
How many sounds are 

there in this word?

3

shawb
How many sounds are 

there in this word?

3

fawnt
How many sounds are 

there in this word?

4



d u ck

Now let’s see if we can use our new sound to help us write some words!

Here’s a reminder of what you need to do:
Look at the picture and stretch the word out using your invisible elastic band.

What sounds can you hear?
How many sounds can you hear?

Can you put them onto your fingers?
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?

We’re going to use our phoneme frames to help us write each word:
You can draw your own phoneme frames for this, or download a sheet of them from the website called Phoneme Frames.

I’ve written the word duck in the phoneme frame below as an example:

Don’t forget to add
your sound buttons!

We use a dot if it’s a single letter 
making one sound, and a line if 
it’s two letters making one sound 

(a digraph).

Remember each box of our phoneme 
frame contains one sound (phoneme), 
not necessarily one letter (grapheme), 
so both letters from the ck sound in 
duck go together in the final box. 



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What is the final sound?



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What is the middle sound? What is the final sound?



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What is the final sound?



Let’s check how you did!

p aw

s aw

y aw n



A fawn has paws and hooves. 

A fawn has legs and hooves. 

A fawn has legs and paws. 

Which caption is correct for this picture?



Did you choose the right caption?

A fawn has paws and hooves. 

A fawn has legs and hooves. 

A fawn has legs and paws. 



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re going to
play Dragon’s Den!

Choose Phase 5
then click on 

the aw button.

Click on the ‘get egg’ button and an egg will appear with a decodable word with our new aw sound in. 
Read the word out loud, using your robot arms, and decide whether it is a real word or an alien (pseudo) word. 

If it’s a real word, move the egg to the green dragon, if it’s an alien word, move the egg to the red dragon.
Can you get 10 out of 10?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Banana Group Phonics Worksheets Week 3

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Banana Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 3
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Tuesday 5th May 2020



Let’s start by singing our alphabet!
Remember when we sing the alphabet we are using the letter names not the letter sounds. 

Note any letter names that your child has difficulty 
with and keep working on them.



Let’s read all of our Phase 2 and 3 tricky words!

Note any words that your child has difficulty with and pay extra attention to these when practising tricky words…

be

the

no

you

was

go

into

she

they

my

we

her

he

are

I

to

me

all



Let’s remind ourselves of the sounds we have 
been recapping from Phase 5!

Remember to use your Jolly Phonics actions to help you... 

Note any sounds that your child has difficulty with and pay extra attention to these when recapping sounds…

ay

ea ou

oy ir
ue

ie

ue
like you

like ew

aw

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Now let’s meet the sound that we’re going to be focusing on today!

Blow onto an open hand 
as if you are being the 

wind, saying wh, wh, wh

wh Remember our new sound is a digraph
(two letters making one sound) 

so we say wh not w and then h

Remember, you might already know this, but we’re going back over 
things to make sure they are all really secure before we move forward…



wh

Only ever 
found at the 
beginning of 

words

How do we know whether to use w, h or wh?

We already met one way of making the w sound in Phase 3 and one way of making the h sound in Phase 2.
wh can make a w or a h sound, but we use different graphemes (letters) to record them when writing.



Let’s play a listening  game with our new sound!

Read each of these words and decide whether the wh sound is making a w or a h sound...

wh making a w sound wh making a h sound

where



Let’s play a listening  game with our new sound!

Read each of these words and decide whether the wh sound is making a w or a h sound...

wh making a w sound wh making a h sound

where



Let’s play a listening  game with our new sound!

Read each of these words and decide whether the wh sound is making a w or a h sound...

wh making a w sound wh making a h sound

when

where



Let’s play a listening  game with our new sound!

Read each of these words and decide whether the wh sound is making a w or a h sound...

wh making a w sound wh making a h sound

when

where



Let’s play a listening  game with our new sound!

Read each of these words and decide whether the wh sound is making a w or a h sound...

wh making a w sound wh making a h sound

who

where

when



Let’s play a listening  game with our new sound!

Read each of these words and decide whether the wh sound is making a w or a h sound...

wh making a w sound wh making a h sound

who

where

when



Let’s play a listening  game with our new sound!

Read each of these words and decide whether the wh sound is making a w or a h sound...

wh making a w sound wh making a h sound

what

where

when

who



Let’s play a listening  game with our new sound!

Read each of these words and decide whether the wh sound is making a w or a h sound...

wh making a w sound wh making a h sound

what

where

when

who

what



Let’s play a listening  game with our new sound!

Read each of these words and decide whether the wh sound is making a w or a h sound...

wh making a w sound wh making a h sound

why

where

when

who

what



Let’s play a listening  game with our new sound!

Read each of these words and decide whether the wh sound is making a w or a h sound...

wh making a w sound wh making a h sound

why

where

when

who

what



Let’s play a listening  game with our new sound!

Read each of these words and decide whether the wh sound is making a w or a h sound...

wh making a w sound wh making a h sound

why

where

when

who

what

Did you get 
them all 

right?



Let’s play a listening  game with our new sound!

Read each of these words and decide whether the wh sound is making a w or a h sound...

wh making a w sound wh making a h sound

why

where

when

who

what

Many of these words are common 
exception words that we have to 

train our brain to remember how to 
read and spell them.

Spend some time reading through 
them again to familiarise yourself 

with them all.

Then practise writing each of the 
words 5 to 10 times on some paper, 
using rainbow colours for the tricky 
part of the word to help them to 

train their brains.



e.g.

who

who

who



Let’s have a go at reading some alien words with our new sound in

Use your robot arms to sound out each of these words and then blend them together.
Use the w sound rather than h sound that wh can make for these words.

whop
How many sounds are 

there in this word?

3

whug
How many sounds are 

there in this word?

3

wheeb
How many sounds are 

there in this word?

3

wheck
How many sounds are 

there in this word?

3



Which caption is correct for this picture?

Cats have whisks. 

Cats have whispers. 

Cats have whiskers. 



Did you choose the right caption?

Cats have whisks. 

Cats have whispers. 

Cats have whiskers. 



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re going to
play Buried Treasure!

Choose Phase 5
then click on 

the wh button.

Click on the ‘get coin’ button and a coin will appear with a decodable word with our new wh sound in. 
Read the word out loud, using your robot arms, and decide whether it is a real word or an alien (pseudo) word. 

If it’s a real word, move the coin to the treasure chest, if it’s an alien word, move the coin to the rubbish bin.
Can you get 10 out of 10?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Banana Group Phonics Worksheets Week 3

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Banana Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 3
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Wednesday 6th May 2020



Let’s start by singing our alphabet!
Remember when we sing the alphabet we are using the letter names not the letter sounds. 

Note any letter names that your child has difficulty 
with and keep working on them.



Let’s read all of our Phase 4 tricky words!

Note any words that your child has difficulty with and pay extra attention to these when practising tricky words…

there

little

said

have

like

what

were

so

do

some

come

one

when

out



Let’s remind ourselves of the sounds we have 
been recapping from Phase 5!

Remember to use your Jolly Phonics actions to help you... 

Note any sounds that your child has difficulty with and pay extra attention to these when recapping sounds…

ay

ea ou

oy ir
ue

ie

ue
like you

like ew

aw

wh

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Now let’s meet the sound that we’re going to be focusing on today!

Place one hand above the 
other and lower your top 
hand as if something is 
deflating, saying fffff

ph Remember our new sound is a digraph
(two letters making one sound) 
so we say ph not p and then h

Remember, you might already know this, but we’re going back over 
things to make sure they are all really secure before we move forward…



How do we know whether to use f, ff or ph?

We already met two ways of making the f sound in Phase 2.
f, ff and ph all make the same sound, but we use different graphemes (letters) to record them when writing.

f
Can be at the 

beginning, 
middle or end of 

a word.
soft

ff cliff Can be in the 
middle or end of 

a word.



ph

alphabet

Can be at the 
beginning, 

middle or end of 
a word.

There are no set rules on how to 
know whether to use f or ph, we just 

have to learn as we go along!

How do we know whether to use f, ff or ph?

We already met two ways of making the f sound in Phase 2.
f, ff and ph all make the same sound, but we use different graphemes (letters) to record them when writing.



Let’s have a go at reading some alien words with our new sound in

Use your robot arms to sound out each of these words and then blend them together.

phots
How many sounds are 

there in this word?

4

sphib
How many sounds are 

there in this word?

4

alphud
How many sounds are 

there in this word?

5

phack
How many sounds are 

there in this word?

3



d u ck

Now let’s see if we can use our new sound to help us write some words!

Here’s a reminder of what you need to do:
Look at the picture and stretch the word out using your invisible elastic band.

What sounds can you hear?
How many sounds can you hear?

Can you put them onto your fingers?
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?

We’re going to use our phoneme frames to help us write each word:
You can draw your own phoneme frames for this, or download a sheet of them from the website called Phoneme Frames.

I’ve written the word duck in the phoneme frame below as an example:

Don’t forget to add
your sound buttons!

We use a dot if it’s a single letter 
making one sound, and a line if 
it’s two letters making one sound 

(a digraph).

Remember each box of our phoneme 
frame contains one sound (phoneme), 
not necessarily one letter (grapheme), 
so both letters from the ck sound in 
duck go together in the final box. 



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?



Let’s check how you did!

ph i nd o l

n xs ph i



The alphabet has 16 letters.

The alphabet has 20 letters.

The alphabet has 26 letters.

Which caption is correct for this picture?



Did you choose the right caption?

The alphabet has 16 letters.

The alphabet has 20 letters.

The alphabet has 26 letters.



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re going to
play Picnic on Pluto!

Choose Phase 5
then click on 

the ph button.

Click on the ‘get snack’ button and a snack will appear with a decodable word with our new ph sound in. 
Read the word out loud, using your robot arms, and decide whether it is a real word or an alien (pseudo) word. 

If it’s a real word, feed the snack to Bob, if it’s an alien word, feed the snack to Obb.
Can you get 10 out of 10?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Banana Group Phonics Worksheets Week 3

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Banana Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 3
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Thursday 7th May 2020



Let’s start by singing our alphabet!
Remember when we sing the alphabet we are using the letter names not the letter sounds. 

Note any letter names that your child has difficulty 
with and keep working on them.



Let’s read all of our Phase 4 tricky words!

Note any words that your child has difficulty with and pay extra attention to these when practising tricky words…

there

little

said

have

like

what

were

so

do

some

come

one

when

out



Let’s remind ourselves of the sounds we have 
been recapping from Phase 5!

Remember to use your Jolly Phonics actions to help you... 

Note any sounds that your child has difficulty with and pay extra attention to these when recapping sounds…

ay

ea ou

oy ir
ue

ie

ue
like you

like ew

aw
wh

ph

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Now let’s meet the sound that we’re going to be focusing on today!

ew Remember our new sound is a digraph
(two letters making one sound) 
so we say ew not e and then w

Remember, you might already know this, but we’re going back over 
things to make sure they are all really secure before we move forward…

Imagine being a cuckoo in 
a clock and jut your head 
backwards and forwards, 
saying cuckoo, ew, ew, ew



How do we know whether to use oo, ue or ew?

We have already met two ways of making the oo sound in Phase 3 and ue in Phase 5.
oo, ue and ew all make the same sound, but we use different graphemes (letters) to record them when writing.

oo Usually in 
the middle 
of a word!

moon



ue Usually at 
the end of a 

word!

tissue

How do we know whether to use oo, ue or ew?

We have already met two ways of making the oo sound in Phase 3 and ue in Phase 5.
oo, ue and ew all make the same sound, but we use different graphemes (letters) to record them when writing.



ew Usually at 
the end of a 

word!

flew

How do we know whether to use oo, ue or ew?

We have already met two ways of making the oo sound in Phase 3 and ue in Phase 5.
oo, ue and ew all make the same sound, but we use different graphemes (letters) to record them when writing.



Let’s have a go at reading some alien words with our new sound in

Use your robot arms to sound out each of these words and then blend them together.

yewn
How many sounds are 

there in this word?

3

gewt
How many sounds are 

there in this word?

3

sprew
How many sounds are 

there in this word?

4

phews
How many sounds are 

there in this word?

3



d u ck

Now let’s see if we can use our new sound to help us write some words!

Here’s a reminder of what you need to do:
Look at the picture and stretch the word out using your invisible elastic band.

What sounds can you hear?
How many sounds can you hear?

Can you put them onto your fingers?
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?

We’re going to use our phoneme frames to help us write each word:
You can draw your own phoneme frames for this, or download a sheet of them from the website called Phoneme Frames.

I’ve written the word duck in the phoneme frame below as an example:

Don’t forget to add
your sound buttons!

We use a dot if it’s a single letter 
making one sound, and a line if 
it’s two letters making one sound 

(a digraph).

Remember each box of our phoneme 
frame contains one sound (phoneme), 
not necessarily one letter (grapheme), 
so both letters from the ck sound in 
duck go together in the final box. 



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What is the final sound?



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What is the final sound?



Let’s check how you did!

ch ew

d ew

s c r ew



Andrew threw the ball.

andrew flew the ball. 

Andrew grew the ball. 

Which caption is correct for this picture?



Did you choose the right caption?

Andrew threw the ball.

andrew flew the ball. 

Andrew grew the ball. 



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re going to
play Dragon’s Den!

Choose Phase 5
then click on 

the ew button.

Click on the ‘get egg’ button and an egg will appear with a decodable word with our new ew sound in. 
Read the word out loud, using your robot arms, and decide whether it is a real word or an alien (pseudo) word. 

If it’s a real word, move the egg to the green dragon, if it’s an alien word, move the egg to the red dragon.
Can you get 10 out of 10?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Banana Group Phonics Worksheets Week 3

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Banana Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 3
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Friday 8th May 2020



Let’s start by singing our alphabet!
Remember when we sing the alphabet we are using the letter names not the letter sounds. 

Note any letter names that your child has difficulty 
with and keep working on them.



Let’s read all of our Phase 5a tricky words!

Note any words that your child has difficulty with and pay extra attention to these when practising tricky words…

looked

oh

their

people

would

could

should

Mr

Mrs

called

asked



Let’s remind ourselves of the sounds we have 
been recapping from Phase 5!

Remember to use your Jolly Phonics actions to help you... 

Note any sounds that your child has difficulty with and pay extra attention to these when recapping sounds…

ay

ea ou

oy ir
ue

ie

ue
like you

like ew

aw
wh

phew

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Let’s practise our new sounds from this week with a reading game!

crawl

crew

whid

jigsaw

phonics brew

wheg phantom

phet

whisk

new

dolphin

straw wheel

grew glaw

jaw

trewp

whisper

prawn

phorb flew

when alphabet

Roll a die and read the first word in that row. Remember to use your robot arms to sound the words out and then blend them together.
If you get it right, put a line through it and then next time you roll that number move onto the next word.

You can time to see how long it takes to read all of the words, or you could take turns and see who manages to read 
the most number of words by using different coloured pens to cross out with!

There are also some alien words hidden in the grid! Use your phonics knowledge to help sound them out too!



Now we’re going to focus on tricky words!

As well as recapping our previous tricky words from Phases 2, 3 and 4, we are now 
going to keep practising how to read and write Phase 5 tricky words.

It might seem a bit frustrating going over words you feel your child is confident with, but it is worth it! 
Please keep referring to previous tricky words in your learning as well as introducing these new ones, 

and don’t rush through them!

It’s really important to ensure that they know all of these words inside out so that they can use them in their writing without 
having to think about them… writing when you’re 5 or 6 takes a lot of energy and concentration, and if they’re not 100% secure, 

tricky words pop out of their heads and instead children try to write them using their sound knowledge.

Tricky words are NOT decodable and we don’t use our sound buttons to help read them… that’s why they’re tricky!

We’re going to practise some Phase 5 tricky words using Phonics Play…



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re going to
play Tricky Word Trucks!

Choose Phase 5a
Tricky Words.

Design your truck and then read each of the words on the trucks. 
If you get the word right press the green tick, if you get the word wrong press the red cross. 

How many seconds does it take you to read all of the words? 
Can you do it even faster?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Banana Group Phonics Worksheets Week 3

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Banana Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 3
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt

